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The #1 guide to surviving "doomed" projects...Fully updated and expanded, with powerful new techniques!
At an alarming rate, companies continue to create death-march projects, repeatedly!  What's worse is the amount of rational, intelligent people who sign up for a death-march projectsaeprojects whose schedules, estimations, budgets, and resources are so constrained or skewed that participants can hardly survive, much less succeed.  In Death March, Second Edition, Ed Yourdon sheds new light on the reasons why companies spawn Death Marches and provides you with guidance to identify and survive death march projects.

Yourdon covers the entire project lifecycle, systematically addressing every key issue participants face: politics, people, process, project management, and tools. No matter what your role--developer, project leader, line-of-business manager, or CxO--you'll find realistic, usable solutions. This edition's new and updated coverage includes: 

	Creating Mission Impossible projects out of DM projects


	Negotiating your project's conditions: making the best of a bad situation


	XP, agile methods, and death march projects


	Time management for teams: eliminating distractions that can derail your project


	"Critical chain scheduling": identifying and eliminating organizational dysfunction


	Predicting the "straw that breaks the camel's back": lessons from system dynamics


	Choosing tools and methodologies most likely to work in your environment   


	Project "flight simulators": wargaming your next project


	Applying triage to deliver the features that matter most


	When it's time to walk away


This isn't a book about perfectly organized projects in "textbook" companies. It's about your project, in your company. But you won't just recognize your reality: you'll learn exactly what to do about it. 

About the Author

EDWARD YOURDON has been called one of the ten most influential people in software, and has been inducted into the Computer Hall of Fame alongside Charles Babbage, Seymour Cray, James Martin, Grace Hopper, and Bill Gates. An internationally recognized consultant, he is author or coauthor of more than 25 books, including Byte Wars, Managing High-Intensity Internet Projects, and Decline and Fall of the American Programmer. He co-developed the popular Coad/Yourdon methodology, co-founded the influential Cutter Consortium Business Technology Council, and serves on the Board of Directors of iGate and Mascot Systems. 
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Practical R 4: Applying R to Data Manipulation, Processing and IntegrationApress, 2020

	
		Get started with an accelerated introduction to the R ecosystem, programming language, and tools including R script and RStudio. Utilizing many examples and projects, this book teaches you how to get data into R and how to work with that data using R. Once grounded in the fundamentals, the rest of Practical R...
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Integrating and Extending BIRT (The Eclipse Series)Addison Wesley, 2006
The second of a two-book series about business intelligence and reporting technology, Integrating and Extending BIRT introduces programmers to BIRT architecture and the reporting framework. Built on the Eclipse platform, this exciting technology makes it possible for programmers to build and deploy customized reports...
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Budgeting Basics and BeyondJohn Wiley & Sons, 2011

	A convenient and up-to-date reference tool for today's financial and nonfinancial managers in public practice and private industry


	If the very thought of budgets pushes your sanity over the limit, then this practical, easy-to-use guide is just what you need. "Budgeting Basics and Beyond, Fourth Edition" equips you...
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Game Graphics ProgrammingCharles River, 2008

	To say that the graphical imagery in video games is very important to the games industry is a bit of an understatement. The graphics in games are so important that they often can make or break a game's success. It is true that all other aspects of a game are important, but the visuals are at times the main selling point along with game...
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Morphing Aerospace Vehicles and Structures (Aerospace Series)John Wiley & Sons, 2012

	Morphing Aerospace Vehicles and Structures provides a highly timely presentation of the state-of-the-art, future directions and technical requirements of morphing aircraft. Divided into three sections it addresses morphing aircraft, bio-inspiration, and smart structures with specific focus on the flight control, aerodynamics, bio-mechanics,...
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Sams Teach Yourself Visual C# 2008 in 24 Hours: Complete Starter KitSams Publishing, 2008
In just 24 sessions of one hour or less, you will be up and running with Visual C# 2008. Using a straightforward, step-by-step approach, each lesson builds upon the previous one, allowing you to learn the essentials of Visual C# from the ground up.
 

By the Way notes...
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